IN SHORT

MLA+ is an international architecture, planning and strategic
consultancy firm. MLA+ is the international office and brand
name of Maccreanor Lavington Architects established in
2012.
Since the foundation of Maccreanor Lavington Architects
in 1992, we have completed an award winning portfolio
of architectural and planning projects in Europe, Asia and
South America.
Over the course of the last 25 years we have been steadily
growing to become one of the most respected firms in the
field of urban development and architecture. Throughout
our history we have delivered high quality projects that
consistently and continuously won prestigious prizes, both
for the buildings realized and for innovative masterplanning.
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PROFILE

+

A close work relationship with the
leaders in urban transformation
Advice from a leading architecture and
planning firm in Europe that consistently
has won awards for its contribution to the
transformation of the urban world

+

Ambitious and implementable
proposals
An eye on the goals of our clients,
the markets you are targeting and the
investment levels required

+

Committed team with
international experience
Our people are a big part of the success
of MLA+. We work globally and use the
knowledge gained around the globe to
address your local challenges

+

Sustainable answers to your
problem
Not only an answer for today but also
medium and long term considerations

+

Inter-cultural expertise
An open mentality and good
understanding of your culture and way
of working will make our collaboration
productive

+

Commitment to remain involved
Design through to implementation stages
if desired by the client and stakeholders

+

Responsive work style
Frequent and regular interaction with
clients and project leaders that are
approachable and responsible

+

+

Combined knowledge of three
fields
Architecture, planning and strategic
consultancy expertise, even when only
working in one of these fields.

Value for money
As a professional architecture, planning
and consultancy practice, MLA+ is
committed to offer professional services
with high quality. We achieve that with
a well-developed working process, long
standing expertise and multidisciplinary
teams.

Most of our projects deal with complex
situations in existing urban areas. The
biggest question is how new development
improves the surrounding city.

Olympic Legacy Masterplan, London

OUR TEAM
The strength of MLA+ is to combine local knowledge with international expertise.
We work with a multidisciplinary and international team to successfully achieve
all the challenges we face along the way.
For each task, a team is put together that combines experience, technical skills and
expertise to deliver high-quality results
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BUILDINGS AND ENSEMBLES

Xiangmi Library, Shenzhen, China
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Compact Living
Accordia, Cambridge
The Accordia site served during the cold war as a secret nuclear bunker for the
government. Brooklands Avenue is an existing tree-lined street that forms the
central axis of a new housing area, which was masterplanned by Feilden Clegg
Bradley Studios. The building design newly interprets the traditional townhouse
typology were front and back house are joined. It aims to maximize the direct
relationship between the internal spaces and a series of external spaces, arranged
over all levels of the building.
In 2008 Accordia won the prestigious Stirling Prize, the highest accolade awarded
to architecture in the UK. Previously, no Stirling Prize had been awarded for
housing developments.
“This is high-density housing at its very best . . .The key to the scheme is the
“relationships” between the three firms of architects that designed it, with those
who live on it, and between private and public spaces within it. [It provides] a new
model for outside-inside life with interior roofspaces, internal courtyards and large
semi-public community gardens. It is architecture which gives hope for us all for
the future.” RIBA judges
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Client Countryside Properties
Program 8ha Masterplan, 34 single
family houses
Services all design phases,
construction documents
Status 2006 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+
Masterplan with Fielden Clegg
Bradley, Landscape: Grant Associates,
Structure: Richard Jackson, M&E:
Roberts & Partners, Planning
consultant: DTZ Paeda
Awards
2008 RIBA Stirling Prize
2008 RIBA National Award
2007 Civic Trust Award
2006 National Housing Design Award,
Overall Winner
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The School as Focal Point
Liddell Road and Kingsgate School, London
MLA was commissioned as part of a large multidisciplinary team to develop the
design for a mixed use residential, commercial and infant school project (for
children aged 3 to 8 years) at Liddell Road in early 2014. This project is to be
funded by the innovative Community Investment Programme (CIP).
The proposals for the Liddell Road site comprise a 4FE infant school, residential
use of around 100 units, and commercial space up to 4000sqm with associated
high quality public space. It is the masterplan’s ambition to fulfil Camden’s vision
of a new place in West Hampstead for children and families to live, learn, work
and play, by structuring the new development around the public realm proposed,
integrating it with its surroundings and enhancing them, benefiting not only future
residents but existing neighbours.
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Client London Borough of Camden
Program Mixed-use development;
housing, workspace and school
Services All design stages, supervision
construction
Status Under Construction
Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+
Graham Construction, Price & Myers,
Atelier 10, Jonathan Cook, Gillieron
Scott, Tibbalds Planning & Urban
Design, Alan Baxter Associates, The
Ecology Consultancy, Raphael Skeratt

An Active and Activating School
Hexi German School, Nanjing
The recent Nanjing Youth Olympics helped establish Nanjing’s reputation, both
nationally and internationally, as a city dedicated to supporting the physical and
mental fitness of China’s young athletes. Our proposal for the new Nanjing Hexi
Primary School takes this as a starting point by integrating education and physical
health in a sustainable campus design that combines local building practices with
German architectural quality.
The school divided into three building slabs separated by the code specified
distance and optimally oriented towards the south to ensure daylight. The
normal classrooms are all oriented to the south, and the special classrooms are
distributed and clustered according to their required daylight.
The running track is located in the north where classrooms cannot be constructed,
with seating as a sound buffer from the adjacent major street. The indoor gym is
located closest to the track in the north with a radio room that has an overview of
the outdoor sports facilities. The entire ground floor is an open public podium, with
the entry lobby, library, multifunction hall, and cafeteria easily accessible.
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Client School board Nanjing Hexi New
Town
Program 15.500 m2 private school with
focus on sports
Services All design stages,
construction drawings
Status 2018 under construction
Team MLA+, MUDI
Awards
2015 International Competition
1st prize
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Climbing a Tree of Knowledge
Xiangmi Library, Shenzhen
MLA+ designed Xiangmi Science Library as a lightweight building, connected to a
‘tree top walk’ and a bridge through the park. The steel structure and the all glass
façade form the base of the light and airy appeal of the building. Big cantilevers of
powder coated metal serve as sun shading and make reference to local vernacular
architecture. The program consists of a meeting room, a reading room, the book
magazine, a terrace and offices for administration. Public spaces are lifted from
the ground to emphasize the experience of nature and to create a vista terrace.
The library also is a public staircase. It serves as a connecting element between
the level of the bridge with the ground floor. Perched in between the trees, the
building offers an ever-changing experience of its surrounding landscape. This
experience varies from floor to floor. With its dematerialized ground floor, it
becomes a part of the shaded forest floor. Structural elements blend with the
surrounding tree trunks. Upper levels sit in between the dense canopy of leaves
and therefore have a more enclosed, intimate feeling. The very top floor offers the
views of the surroundings and the city. Experiencing the library is like climbing a
tree - a tree of knowledge.
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Client People’s government of Futian
District, Shenzhen
Program 1.500m2 Library
Services Concept Design, Detailed
Design
Status 2017 realized
Team MLA+, ZEN Landscape
Architects
Awards
2014 International Design Competition
1st prize
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Minimal Design to the Maximum Effect
Kraaiennest Metro Station, Amsterdam
This metrostation is located 11m above ground in the Bijlmer, Amsterdam. Its
location and situation demand a careful treatment of the building, in particular at
ground level and its relationship to the street.
Given the program, large amount of technical space, reuse of existing platform
and entrance towards the street: Karspeldreef, turned away from the market
square, MLA developed an uniform scheme that has no backs, and is attractive on
all sides whilst in use and at night. It creates a safe environment and an interaction
with the market.
The technical spaces are collected in a closed box underneath the escalators,
giving access to the platform. The second box has a cut-out decorative skin to
prevent graffiti and to let light through. Both sunlight and artificial light exploit
the patterned panels thus creating an ephemeral environment, both inside and
outside. This ensemble forms a lantern like object that adds quality to the public
realm.
The program forces the access system to be in the middle of the platform,
disconnecting the station from its canopy. Through materialisation and proportion
MLA has created a common language to unite the disparate elements, therefore
creating a seemingly simple and clear object in the middle of a restless
neighbourhood in Amsterdam Zuidoost.
22

Client Amsterdam Public Transport
Authority DIVV, Transport Operator GVB,
Municipality Amsterdam South-East
Program 2.500 m2 Metrostation
Services All design stages, aesthetic
supervision
Status 2011 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington: MLA+,
Landscape: Michael van Gessel
Construction management: IBA
Services: Arcadis
Lighting: Atelier LEK
Structure: BT adviesbureau
Infrastructure: Prolusion BV
Awards
2014 RIBA European National Award
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Landmark Four-Star Hotel
H10 Hotel, London
H10 London Waterloo is a landmark four-star hotel, developed in a key central
London location. The plot is an example of one of the many offsets, shifts
and jumps in London’s urban layout that was created by the influence of land
ownership and which is part of London’s charm. The building design is an
innovative response to this awkward narrow site.
Rather than trying to tie in with the height of its neighbours, the hotel integrates
itself by encouraging human connections. At 13 storeys, this 177 room hotel is
the tallest building in the area. The composition of the building responds to its
surroundings with carefully considered setbacks and heights in the base, middle
and top zone. At ground level a cut back into the building allows for a generous
path for pedestrians around the site, creating a vibrant and active frontage to
Waterloo Road. The resulting overhang creates a glazed foyer and entrance
directly onto the pavement. In the Piano Nobile H10 Hotel revives a classic hotel
typology, where common areas acted as public living rooms. The hotel restaurant
has established itself as a meeting place for businesses of the surrounding.
Sustainability has been carefully considered in the design of the hotel, with the
design achieving 38% renewable energy using an air source heat pump and gasfired CHP.
24

Client H10 Hotels
Program 177 Room 4* Hotel with
restaurant and leisure facilities
Services All design stages,
construction supervision
Status 2010 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+,
Project management: Warwick Avenue.
Planning consultant: Nathaniel Lichfield
and Partners. Structure: Halcrow
Yolles. Services: Freeman Beasley.
Interior: Pedro Pena. Acoustics: Sharps
Redmore Partnership
Awards
2011 RIBA London Award und New
London Architecture Award
2010 Architect of the Year Award: Hotel
& Leisure

Different Types of Living within the City
Parkhaven Dichterswijk, Utrecht
Parkhaven forms part of the restructuring of a 1930’s neighbourhood in Utrecht.
The project is located adjacent to the historic port which in the 19th century was
an important centre for fruit and vegetable auctions. The urban form is based on a
typology that is commonly found in Utrecht. While block exteriors express a strong
urban edge, the interiors accommodate informal public space which provides a
secondary network of routes for pedestrians.
A family of four apartment buildings with a commercial programme at the ground
floor level forms three sides of a new urban block. The apartments cover a range
of tenure types. The use of similar materials and detailing establishes both a
continuous urban elevation while allowing opportunities for difference. This allows
the facades to address the variations in context; historic city harbour, main road
junction to the inner city and neighbourhood streets. Public space within the
courtyard is structured around a series of row houses with private rear gardens.
This space is freely available during the day and accessible for residents at night.
Parkhaven provides both visually and programmatically a new connection to the
city centre.
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Client Bouwfonds (nowBPD), Fortis RE
Program 161 apartments, 36 single
family houses, 2,800m² commercial
space
Services All design phases,
construction documents
Status 2008 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington: MLA+

A Warehouse for Living
IJburg Block 4, Amsterdam
IJburg is a large city extension plan of 7000 dwellings on the eastern fringe of
Amsterdam. It is another phase in the reinvention of the IJ-river as a focus for
a newly enlarged city. The IJ-river was historically the main entrance route to
Amsterdam and to the inner harbours, but over the centuries the city lost its
relationship to the river, eventually turning its back on the waterfront. The eastern
parts, closer to the historical city, successfully established the desired waterrelated city extension and this success encouraged further developments to the
west of the city such as Westerdokseiland, Houthavens and the large-scale plan of
IJburg.
The dimensions, mass and character of the building are known. Amsterdam had
many and still has a few, such buildings in the form of warehouses. Some are still
in use; others have been converted to apartment buildings. Aspects of the building
may seem familiar but the warehouse analogy is only useful in considering the
wider context. This is not a warehouse; it has an abundance of glazed openings
on the elevations and large balconies to the water and the south with awnings and
blinds for solar control. It expresses activity: either living, working or both. Units
are typically 7.5m wide, 25m deep and have a floor to ceiling height of 3.2m. Each
unit is entered at ground level and has a central void bringing light into the middle
of the deep plan.
28

Client Waterstad 1 Consortium
Program 63 apartments, 270 m2 café
Services All design phases,
construction documents
Status 2003 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+
Awards
2005 US 20th AAI Awards Honorable
Mention
2004 UK RIBA Europe Award

Prefabrication with Identity
Oosterdokseiland, Amsterdam
Oosterdokseiland is located next to the Central Station in Amsterdam. In the 90’s
EEA developed a masterplan for the transformation this declining harbour area
into a more residential function. The new district consists of 6 blocks 40-50m high
separated by extremely narrow 5-8m wid side streets.
MLA designed a 12 storey building on the quayside with a supermarket on -1,
parking on -2 and an urban food court on the ground and first levels. From the
2nd to 12th floors there are spacious private sector apartments with views onto
the historic city centre. The rich programme ensures that dynamic events happen
at street level both within and outside the building. The gable treatment using
decorative concrete panels, careful detailing and crisp windows create a striking
building – the building balancing individuality and uniqueness within the common
context of a strongly regulated urban development plan.
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Client Bouwfonds MAB (now BPD)
Program 12.000 m² mixed use project
with 54 apartments and 4.800 m²
commercial space
Services All design phases, incl.
coordination role for all four plots and
the underground car park
Status 2013 realized
Team MaccreanorLavington: MLA+
Masterplan Supervision: Erick van
Egeraat
Landscape: Michael van Gessel
Executive architect: HVDN
M&E: Deerns
Acoustics: Peutz
Cost control: PRC
Construction management: Arcadis
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Regeneration in Central District
Lebeau-Sablon, Brussels

32

The Lebeau Sablon is a new mixed-use development for Belgium developer
IMMOBEL, which seeks to regenerate the key historical district of Le Sablon in
the city. The design approach was to introduce five new city blocks which all sit
comfortably within their urban fabric and bring architectural variety to embrace the
character of the Lebeau Sablon neighbourhood. Buildings are all visible from the
public realm and unified with an inner court.

Client IMMOBEL
Program 41,500 sqm mix-used project
with housing, offices and retail.
Services 2017 design competition,
2018 detailed design
Status Ongoing

The Lebeau – Sablon project is situated on Place du Grand Sablon, one of
the most exclusive districts in Brussels. Close to the Royal Library and only a
5-minute walk from the city centre, the surroundings of the site offer a unique mix
of heritage and high-density. Next to new programs and architecture, the historical
Paille building on site must be transformed into an office building conserving
most of the historical elements of the building. In the coming period, MLA+ and
Korteknie Stuhlmacher will further design and develop the block between Rue
Lebeau, Rue de la Paille and Rue de Ruysbroeck into a 41,500 sqm mix-used
project with housing, offices and retail.

Team MLA+, Korteknie Stuhlmacher
Architecten
Awards
2018 International Urban Design and
Architecture Competition
1st prize
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Sustainable Student Housing
Cartwright Gardens, London
The Garden Halls, one of the student homes of the University of London, make
up one complete length of Cartwright Gardens, one of the typical green squares
of the times of George V. MaccreanorLavington together with TP Bennett were
commissioned to design a new student accommodation to replace existing
student homes from the 1930s and 50s, and to maximize the floorspace on the
site. The ensemble contains 1.200 units as a mix of student hotel and micro
apartments.

Client University of London, University
Partnership Programme Ltd.
Program New dormitory of 1,200
rooms in a conservation area
Services All design stages, detailed
facade design
Status 2015/16 realized

The site, surrounded by numerous listed buildings and located within a
conservation area, had to fulfill high design aspirations. The project was developed
in consultation with key conservation stakeholders and carefully integrated with
its context. The design references the scale of the neighbouring buildings. The
expressively profiled façade is built as richly detailed, yet prefabricated brick
construction. The building not only complies to high design standards, but also
meets the Mayor of London’s ambitious sustainability standards and reaches
BREAM ‘Excellent’ rating.

Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+,
TP Bennett, CBRE, Peter Stewart,
Macfarlane Wilder, Cundalls
Services, Cundalls, Mecserve, McBains
Cooper, SRL, Lodestone, Brigantia,
Tenos

Awards
2018 Student Accommodation of the
year
2017 Housing Design Award
34
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Diversity makes it possible
Elephant Park South Gardens, London
South Gardens is the first phase of Lendlease’s Elephant Park Masterplan,
which is set to deliver almost 2,500 new homes, 50 new shops and restaurants
and a brand new park that will help to restore nature into the heart of the city.
South Gardens, the completed first phase, has delivered 360 new homes on the
Masterplan across three plots.

Client Lend Lease
Program 40.000 m² residential
comprising of 360 mixed tenure units
Services all design phases
Status 2017 realized

These plots comprise eight buildings, including three storey townhouses, seven to
10 storey mansion blocks and a 16 storey tower. There is a substantial amount of
family housing and every home on the phase benefits from its own garden, terrace
or balcony.

Team MLA+, Gillespie, Churchman,
Woods Bagot, Robert Bird Group,
Peter Brett Associates, Buro Happold,
RSK, Parsons Brinkerhoff, RWDI,
Sandy Brown, Tree Works, Soundings,
Eurban, DP9

As a mark of Lendlease’s commitment to sustainable building practices, Elephant
Park is one of only 18 founding projects from across the world to be part of a new
environmental initiative: the Climate Positive Development Program, which has
been set up by the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group. The program challenges
the world’s greenest major urban regeneration projects to become models for
large-scale cityscapes of the future.
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Elephant Park was the third of these 18 projects to reach a participant’s status,
after submitting a comprehensive roadmap demonstrating how the project will be
Climate Positive, or net carbon negative, by 2020.

Awards
2018 RIBA Award
2018 Housing Award
2017 Brick Awards Supreme Winner

Urban Ensemble and Landmark
Blackfriars Road Ensemble, London

This project is a redevelopment of a 1 ha site currently occupied by 30-40 year old
commercial buildings in London’s rapidly developing Southwark district. In order to
receive planning permission for a high density scheme including a 100m landmark
tower, MaccreanorLavington: MLA+ needed to argue how the development
contributes to the realisation of the districts overall aspirations for the area. It had
to demonstrate how it will transform the neighbourhood St George’s Circus into an
active node, forming a new destination for high quality local shopping, eating and
leisure activities, create a generous neighbourhood public space, and provide a
mixed of residential units from affordable to high-end market housing.
The design draws on the qualities and character of Southwark, both architecturally
as well as in the open spaces. Peculiar geometry and distinctive materials
resonance the existing context so that the new development has a familiar
personality. Through its robust, yet careful design and material choices, through
characterful and distinctive detailing, and by encouraging active public use, this
project can contribute and connect to the existing urban character that so strongly
define this part of south London.
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Client Barratt London
Program 50.000m2 urban block with a
105m 27 storey residential tower, 400
apartments, 4.500m2 retail and
Services Detailed Planning Application
2013-2014
Status completed
Team
MaccreanorLavington: MLA+
supported by Witherford Watson
Man and Outerspace, DP9, David
Bonnett Associates, Ardent Consulting
Engineers
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High Density at King’s Cross Central
Saxon Court and Roseberry Mansions, London

Block R5 is a high density housing scheme that will form a part of the Kings Cross
Central masterplan. The buildings of R5 are designed as a family to form one
cohesive urban block around a central shared courtyard. The massing shares a
‘shoulder’ datum level of eight storeys above which two 16 storey towers rise.
The facades are rigorously ordered to respond to the massing and the variety
of public spaces around the building. The ’outside’ facades weave a pattern of
vertical brick pilasters and horizontal concrete beams above generous windows.
The ground floor business units are framed by pink chamfered precast concrete
frames providing the building with a visual base. Generous entrance lobbies lead
to the cores.
The buildings contain a mix of tenures: general needs social rent, shared
ownership, extra care housing for the elderly and private housing. A series of
outdoor communal spaces, roof gardens and balconies are provided throughout
the scheme.
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Client King’s Cross Central Limited
Partnership (KCCLP)

Program 38.200 m2 housing,
8.300 m2 commercial

Services Detailed planning application
Status 2012 completed

Team MaccreanorLavington:MLA+
Awards
2014 UK RIBA London Award and
National Award
2014 UK Camden Design Award
2014 Uk Civic Trust Awards, Special
Award for Brick

Contextual Urban Infill in Central Moscow
I’M Moscow, Moscow
The Shluzavoy Kanal ensemble, now labelled I AM MOSCOW, is located within
a courtyard in central Moscow. It replaces low value sheds. The massing and
internal layouts were already approved when MLA+ was asked to raise the
projects value and marketability through a re-design of the facades.
The MLA+ facade strategy is pragmatic and spends the money where it matters
most. The primary facade with a high level of detailing faces the strategic
locations, where the project is visible from the city. The courtyard facade unifies
the diverse massing with an elegant facade order. A simple secondary facade
faces the surrounding outer buildings of the block.
Following the successful redesign, MLA+ is responsible for the renewed
planning application, the technical design and specification of the façade and the
supervision of the construction process.
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Client PSN Group
Program 43.000 sqm residential
complex in two seven story buildings
Services All design stages,
construction drawings
Status 2017 realized
Team MLA+
Awards
2017 Records of the Real Estate
Market “Elite No1 Project”, Awards
Moscow Business Club

Micro Housing at High Quality
Liuxiandong Cloud City, Shenzhen
Liu Xian Dong is a new quarter in the making. Previously a low level industrial site,
in the years to come, it will develop into a new quarter of Shenzhen. In Liu Xian
Dong a new mix and new market niches are being developed.
The project houses a quite unusual program. Micro residential units of 18 m²
are geared towards starters and temporary residents of Shenzhen. This type of
accommodation until now is largely only available in Shenzhen villages at low
quality. These units are complemented by shared facilities such as restaurants,
fitness club, public living rooms and covered outdoor spaces that allow for a
lifestyle between inside and outside. A hotel completes the urban block with its
articulated massing, maximizing views across Shenzhen and letting daylight into
the community courtyard.
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Client Shenzhen Vanke
Program 150.000m2 small-scale
apartments and accompanying
functions, 15.000m2 amenity spaces,
20.000m2 Hotel und 5.000m2
Commercial
Services All design stages,
construction supervision
Status 2018 first phase completed,
2019 second phase completion
Team MLA+, Executive Architect:
CAPOL, JC Interiors
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Branded Armani Apartments
Tianxi Twin Towers, Chengdu
In 2012 MLA+ was commissioned to redesign the Tianxi Twin Towers. Upon
completion the twin towers in Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan province in SouthEastern China, will be the tallest residential twin towers of the world.
As part of the redesign the communal spaces on the ground floor and the tower
tops, as well as the complete façade strategy where revised. The glass façade
is decorated with a high contrast pattern that wraps the towers like a fabric. This
powerfull design is executed as a modular, prefabricated system – an intelligent
and cost effective way to combine expressive image and smart technical solution.
During the design process, our local developer client Menli partnered with the
international brand Armani/Casa to strengthen the branding of the project. Armani
is responsible for the interior design of the project, which is currently sold as highend luxury apartments in the Chinese market.
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Client Chengdu Menli Co.,Ltd.
Program 210m Residential tower of the
Armani/Casa Group
Services Services: Concept revision,
façade design, construction drawings
Status 2016 realized
Team MLA+, Interior: Armani/Casa
Landscape: Bensley Design Studio
Awards
2013 UN Global Habitat Award for
International Communities as part of
the Chengdu Mandarin Oriental and
Armani Arts project

URBAN PLANS

Olympic Legacy Masterplan, London
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Placemaking in Hong Kong
Walk Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong
In the design proposal, DVRC, the most important street in Hong Kong is
organised around a central Sheung Wan Square and 5 iconic tramstops, each with
an elevated parklet on its roof. The MLA+ consortium proposes a 5-step strategy.
The first step is to improve the street-profile by re-aligning the tram. By moving the
tram slightly away from the centre we create an asymmetric street profile.
Next step is to make Sheung Wan Square the centre of DVRC and a point from
where the visitor can orient themselves in the wider context.
Third and fourth step is to re-imagine the tram stops by transforming the rooftops
into elevated parklets and to add 5 iconic tramstops: Neon Gateway, Garden
Oasis, the Cloud, Vertical Playground and the Western Market. Each rooftop is
programmed in relation to its surrounding context, they act as landmarks as you
enter DVRC, gardens where you can escape the commotion, contemporary arts
venues, playgrounds in the sky and elevated food markets.
Finally, the DVRC will be connected to the wider context. These wider connections
and interventions establish DVRC as the primary link across the wider district.
Together they create a cohesive 21st century public realm with a global identity
defined by traditional Hong Kong streetscapes.
50

Client Walk DVRC Ltd.
Program design for walkable,
pedestrian environment on the 1,4km
stretch of Des Voeux Road Central
Services concept design
Status 2018 competition design
Team MLA+, Mobility in Chain, dmau
Awards
2018 International Design Competition
1st prize

Using the River to Boost Urban Quality
Buji River regeneration masterplan, Shenzhen
The MLA+ team is working on the transformation of Shenzhen’s oldest district
Luohu since 2010 – so we were delighted to be invited for the international urban
design ideas competition for Luohu’s next leap forward. This project follows the
alignment of Buji River, but it is much more than a river restauration project. Luohu
government is using strategic investment into transport and open space networks
to boost the district’s urban quality. What can this district offer in the fierce
competition for talent and investment amongst the top global cities?
Our proposal “Luohu Re-spring” brings water related planning together with
transformation strategies. The project site along the final 13.5km of Buji River is
considered more holistically as a watershed, with framework strategies covering
water, blue + green, programmatic as well as character strategies. The big scale
thinking is deepened in three core areas of riverside plots to an urban design
depth, before an implementation plan gives clear advice on pragmatic steps
towards realizing this complex task.
As top 3 finalists, our proposal will become part of the formal revision of Luohu’s
development strategy.
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Client People’s Government of Luohu
District, Shenzhen
Program 560ha, urban regeneration
along 6km river
Services concept design
Status 2018 competition design
Team MLA+, GZUPI, Felixx Landscape
Architects, IHE Delft Institute for Water
Education, Mo (multimedia)
Awards
2018 International Urban Design
Competition
3rd prize
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An Integrated Park System
Banxuegang park design, Shenzhen
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Banxuegang High-Tech Zone is located in a strategic place of Shenzhen and has
a good ecological basis. However, the 6 parks within the zone are all fragmented
pieces in the city and therefore loose quality. In the Banxuegang park competition,
MLA+ did not only connect the 6 parks, but also integrated the urban context
into the park. ‘The city in the park as well as a city of parks’ formed an important
slogan. MLA+ designed a Green Nerve network for Banxuegang 2018-2035,
which proposed an integration of green and grey infrastructure and utilized the
existing urban framework such as roads, railways and rivers to knit the parks to
the urban fabric.

Client People’s Government of
Longgang District, Shenzhen Urban
Management Bureau
Program 8,33km2 integrated urban
and park design, park entrances
design, park furniture design
Services concept design
Status 2017 competition design, 2018
detailed design

The park will be realized in 3 different scales:
Small scale activation to create a series of more open and interesting public nodes
Medium scale that focuses on the connection of the 6 isolated parks Large scale
long-term planning that integrates a rich green network - the Green Nerve System
- of the future smart city Banxuegang.
Currently, MLA+ together with relevant stakeholders is busy with further detailing
this proposal.

Team MLA+
Awards
2017 International Urban Design and
Landscape Competition
1st prize

A Place with Natural Beauty
Beihai Silver Coast, Beihai
Beihai Silver Coast is a very special place – but also a place full of contradictions. Client Beihai Government
MLA+ was surprised to find a situation rich of stories and with great natural beauty, Program target group strategy
but also with many “modern ruins” of half finishes plans and construction.
Services 2017 Urban Design Concept
Status Target group strategy, urban
Beihai lies in the shadow of Hainan, the most popular beach destination in China
design strategy
and it competes with the most beautiful destinations in South-East Asia just a few
hours away by plane. Therefore, we advise to concentrate on the large domestic
Team MLA+, Shenzhen IBR
market, with Chinese elderly and young families as the main target group. We
recommend integrating the coastal development and the city through urban
Awards
design.
International Urban Design
Competitiion
1st prize
The proposal includes a Target Group Strategy how to cultivate the two main
markets, and an Urban Design Strategy how to form a good relationship between
City and Coast and how to build an attractive place to visit.
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Test-bed for Urban Regeneration
Bao’an G107 Regeneration Masterplan, Shenzhen, China
The main challenge of the regeneration proposal was a future-proof a plan and to
develop an implementation process that carefully integrates and addresses the
complexity of the existing urban fabric and stakeholders. In the design of MLA+
the highway G107 is still the driving force of the area to connect the different
areas, but its function changes from utilitarian infrastructure to a key driver for
urban regeneration. Within this main structure hubs are created for different urban
functions. With an emphasis on public space networks the different elements
of the existing city are connected. Additional to the plan, the MLA+ proposed
a Project Handbook and Regeneration Method based on our regeneration
experience in China and internationally.
In the time to come, the MLA+ consortium will refine the plan to approval level,
and work with the client on its implementation over the coming three years.

Client People’s Government of Bao’An
District
Program 53 km2 regeneration
masterplan
Services Regeneration strategy,
regeneration guidelines
Status 2016-2020 implementation
Team MLA+, CAUPD China Academy
of Urban Planning and Design,
Shenzhen Municipal Design &
Research Institute, Felixx
Awards
2016 International Design Competition,
1st Prize
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New Quality of Life
Xiangmi Park, Shenzhen
For Shenzhen standards Xiangmi Park is a historic place. Originally used as
a agricultural research center, in recent years and with the quick extension of
Shenzhen it has seen a steady decline in its use. With the new surrounding it has
the potential to become a city park for the local community while also fulfilling
an educational function with the aim of developing a more healthy lifestyle. The
masterplan proposed keeps much of the existing layout but enriches it with more
possibilities to experience nature. New landscapes are added that serve as both,
recreational open space and educational field.
The buildings in the park seek to engage with the nature around them in many
different ways. Rather than being an intrusion, they are devices that reveal some
of the qualities of the local natural environment. In doing so, they stand in the
tradition of classical Chinese garden architecture and at the same time they are
activators in a contemporary and accessible open park.
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Client People’s Government of Futian
District, Shenzhen
Program 45ha master plan for a park.
Four building designs - visitor center,
library, registry office and recycling
center
Services Park concept design, design
guidelines
Status 2017 realized
Team MLA+ with Openfabric, IBR. ZEN
(detailed landscape design)
Awards
2014 Regeneration Masterplan, 1st
prize
2014 Library and Visitor Center, 1st
prize
2014 Park Design, 2nd prize

Steering a New Urban Development
Dayun New Town Urban Design Guidelines, Shenzhen
Dayun Urban New Town is a typical city extension project in Shenzhen. Rather
than developing at the edges of the city, these new districts appear within the
urban fabric that is already urbanized but until date has left some zones empty
where it was slightly more difficult to build.
The masterplan developed by renowned Chinese firm Urbanus proposes a
number of smaller scale blocks. The public space masterplan makes minor
adjustments to this plan and introduces a connecting boulevard around which
quarters with different open space programming emerge. A large park and green
streets connect the urban fabric with the surrounding landscape.

Client The People’s Government of
Longgang District, Shenzhen
Program Masterplan and venture
buildings: 35.500m2 , Hotel: 30.600m2,
Business Center: 6000 m2, Staff
Apartments: 32.575m2
Services Open space masterplan,
design guidelines
Status Implementation
Team MLA+, Openfabric, UPDIS

Three concepts – healthy, wild and diverse – combined in different ways create
coherence and diversity equally.
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Awards
2014 International Design Competition
1st prize

A City Facing the River
Guanlan River Regeneration, Shenzhen, China
Located in the central district area of Shenzhen’s Longhua district, Guanlan River
flows through an area that has seen rapid economic and urban growth in the last
decade. This has led to major pollution and the restoration of the river and the eco
environment has now become the major issue.
The local authorities want to use this to not only clean up the river but also to
establish a new waterfront along the 15 km long corridor that brings recreational
and urban qualities to the place.
The transformation strategy of MLA+ accepts the urban condition as it has
emerged over the last decades and - rather than replacing large areas – seeks
to reveal the qualities this fabric has. The answers to each individual situation
therefore have to be different. Sometimes it is only a matter of creating access to
the river, sometimes it means to add elements to the built environment that frame
and program the new waterfront and in some cases this means heavy investment
in the establishment of a new centrality.
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This sensitive approach leaves many areas socially intact while opening up new
economic and spatial opportunities for the local communities. It is this another
regeneration project, where, other than common practice in China until date, the
built environment is slowly and sensitively transformed from one state to another,
leaving communities and economic and social networks intact.

Client Longhua District Administrative
Committee
Longhua Office of Urban Planning,
Land and Resources Commission of
Shenzhen Municipality
Program 24 km2 Masterplan for the
regeneration of the 15 km long Guanlan
River Corridor and the creation of a
new riverfront.
Services Regeneration strategy
Status Implemented
Team MLA+
Awards
2013 Competition First phase, 2nd place
2014 Competition Second phase,
Winner and overall winner

Masterplan within the Industrial Belt
Ligovsky City, St. Petersburg
Glorax development asked MLA+ to continue the work on the area for which we
created a winning proposal at the competition in 2016.
The masterplan is based on the principles of a traditional city. It continues the grid
of adjacent historical St.Petersburg.
The structure is formed around a new central spine and urban squares. Next to
urban centralities we create a green network for slow movement. We create series
of neighbourhoods, making each individual, based on its own special feature and
relating to its urban context. The diversity of neighbourhoods was taken further
into branding and developing system of lifestyle products client could offer on the
market.
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Client Glorax Development
Program Redevelopment masterplan,
architectural strategy, branding
Services 2017 Masterplan,
architectural strategy
Status Ongoing
Team MLA+
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Living by the River
Residential District Domashniy, Moscow
Domashniy micro district is located in the south east of Moscow at the banks of
the Moskva and an extension to the Soviet built district of Maryino. Earmarked
as a regeneration site, it is currently being transformed from an industrial storage
area into a new middle-class neighbourhood. Consequently, the masterplan
developed by MLA+ focuses on establishing a new place. Buildings together with
the open space network and the programming create a dense and intense urban
environment for new and existing residents of Maryino equally.
The architecture puts great emphasis on the human scale while also considering
the monumental scale present in Moscow. Lower buildings and higher towers
establish a mix that is both human and metropolitan. The detailing and the use of
brick add detail where needed and important to a quality urban environment.
The construction of the first phase is currently under way and further phases are in
preparation.
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Client PSN Group
Program Masterplan with 370.000 m²
program: residential, retail, community
functions, primary school, two
kindergardens, supporting uses
Services Urban planning and approval
planning
Status 2018 realized
Team MLA+
Awards
2017 Records of the Real Estate
Market “Project Comfort Class No1”,
Awarddes Moscow Business Club

Valuing Nature in Urban Development
Troll Gardens, Moscow
Development projects surrounding Moscow all sell a way of life among forests,
meadows and streams away from the hustle and bustle of the megalopolis. But
with the arrival of multi-storey buildings and the infrastructure providing it, the
anthropogenic footprint multiplies, as a result of which these very values are being
destroyed.
At the heart of this concept is the principle of planning open urban spaces, aimed
at reproducing the capacity of natural environment ecosystems.
The concept proposes four zones of planning.Each zone is given the appropriate
design code for the surface materials, plants and equipment used in these areas
throughout the project.
The existing relief and the diversity of the age of the existing species creates
a picturesque landscape composition. Clustering of trees by rock composition
in different parts of the fragment creates diverse glades. Together with the only
two multifunctional objects – the Aalto water complex in the forest area and the
neighbouring centre Snigel on the promenade – a variety of scenarios of yearround functional use by various social and cultural groups is enabled.The Swart
bridge and trampoline with the paths raised above the landscape forms many
additional scenarios for walking routes.
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Client A101 Group
Program Public space design of an
area of 100 ha in a newly developing
district in Moscow
Services Urban planning and approval
planning
Status 2018 realized
Team MLA+, Design:Unit
Awards
2017 Records of the Real Estate
Market “Project Comfort Class No1”,
Awarddes Moscow Business Club

Legacy Use of The Olympic Park
Olympic Legacy Masterplan, London
The Delivery of the Olympic Park for the 2012 games marks the first step in the
regeneration of the Lea Valley. After the games the Olympic Legacy Masterplan
will complete the transformation from an industrial area which formed a spatial
barrier between the East and West of London, to a new park bridging the River
Lea surrounded by new communities connecting into the existing urban fabric.
The Olympic Legacy Masterplan defines the strategic framework by creating a
clear rationale for the distribution of building types and density. It describes the
adaptation of the pragmatic and functional infrastructure needed for the games
into a hierarchy of urban routes knitted into their context, and secondly, by
developing a range of building types that respond to the public realm framework
and future townscape.

Client London Development Agency,
Olympic Park Legacy Company
Program 320 ha Masterplan framework
for the redevelopment of the Olympic
Park
Services Framework planning,
approval planning, urban planning city
districts, design guidelines
Status phased implementation since
2012
Team MaccreanorLavington: MLA+,
KCAP, AECOM, Allies + Morrison,
Caruso St.John, Panther Hudspith,
Watson Witherford Mann, Camlin
Lonsdale
Awards
2012 New London Architecture Award,
Masterplanning Category
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Typical Berlin Housing Typology
Gehrenseestrasse, Berlin
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The urban design is both an expression of a strong spatial idea, which is based
on the typical Berlin housing typology of arranged housing around an inner court
block, as well as a reaction to the problematic noise situation of the place. The
outer block edges, connected by “bridges”, form an effective protection against the
effects of noise and allow the largest possible number of housing units that are
free of noise. The district interior is characterized by attractive, generous, green
and quiet open spaces.

Client Belle Epoque / HOWOGE
Program Mixed use quarter, ca 2300
residential units plus infrastructure and
commercial spaces. 190.000m2 total
gross floor area
Services 2018 competition design
Status ongoing

Together with the building blocks, the open space network of squares, courtyards
and gardens form an important part of the urban ensemble, each with a different
character. Squares outside the block are extensions of the spaces in the
neighbouring quarters. The two communal courtyards serve neighbourly gathering
and are representative addresses at the same time. And finally, the private garden
courtyards which are accessible via passageways become a separate and
protected green world.

Team MLA+, Atelier Loidl
Landschaftsarchitekten
Awards
2018 Urban Design Competition
1st prize

Regeneration Framework Masterplan
Industrial Belt Regeneration Masterplan, St.Petersburg
St. Petersburg is world known for its historic core. After World War II the city was
extended in southern direction beyond an industrial belt. Today – with the decline
of industrial production, the ‘industrial grey belt’ has become a divider in the city.
At the same time, the area has developed unique qualities unexpected in close
proximity of the city center.
The regeneration framework developed accepts the spatial conditions that have
been formed by the needs of industry and redefines their use in such a way that
new qualities emerge that form the DNA of a new, third St. Petersburg. Old railway
lines become linear parks, old industrial buildings form key features of future
development and existing centralities and key infrastructures become the centers
of future neighbourhoods to develop.
The new neighbourhoods establish a new development pattern that lead to a
more permeable mix-use urban fabric that is capable of housing new functions of
city wide nature like universities, major cultural venues and even public programs
whose emergence is unknown to date.
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Client City of St. Petersburg
Program Regeneration framework
masterplan for 40 km² of industrial land,
Zoom in masterplan t0 100 ha site.
Services 2016 Design Competition
2017 Pilot zone design and building
design
Status implementation
Team MLA+
Awards
2016 International Design Competition,
1st Prize

STRATEGY

HOUSING DENSITY STUDY
Maccreanor Lavington Architects
Emily Greeves Architects
Graham Harrington Planning Advice
Final Document: 30th August 2012

Royal Docks Strategy

Royals Business Park Masterplan. 2006-2012

Silvertown Quays Masterplan. 2005-2009

Connaught Hotels. Since 2012

Thamesside West Masterplan. 2005-2009

Barrier Park Phase 2 and 5. 2011-2015

Barrier Park Phase 2 and 5. 2011-2015

The Royal Docks, London
MLA + has been instrumental in transforming the Royal
Docks into London in various forms, a neighborhood that had
been in decline since the 1980s due to the closure of the port
and business operations. The Office has provided services in
strategic area and project development, urban development
and architecture on behalf of the public sector, municipal
development companies, international investors, project
developers and housing associations. The tasks included,
for example, dealing with industrial monuments and existing
buildings, the integration of urban infrastructure, in particular
transport infrastructure and, more generally, dealing with a
part of London that is not considered an attractive location
today.
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Royal Docks Vision. 2013

Housing Density Study
London, UK
The “Housing Density” guide discusses a number of urban planning topics by
illustrations of hypothetical residential construction projects and images of existing
residential buildings in urban locations with varying accessibility through public
transport. The aim of the study is to provide insights to optimise density for the
continuation of the London Urban Development Plan, as well as recommendations
on how to adapt new densities in urban development projects to the context.
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Client Mayor of London, Greater
London Authority
Authors MLA+ with Emily Greeves
Architects und Graham Harrington,
2012
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ZOHO with a twist
Zomerhofkwartier, Rotterdam
ZOHO is known as the Rotterdam ‘Makers District’. In recent years, this area
close to the station has become a district for and by makers in design, art, culture,
media, tech, food, architecture and urban planning at the edge of the city centre.
Now that the economy is improving and the need for housing in the centre of Rotterdam is growing, the location gains importance and there are more opportunities
to transform this area into a vibrant and urban mixed use area.

Client MaccreanorLavington: MLA+
Program 2 hectars of living working
and commercial functions
Services Strategic study
Status Study in development 2017
Team MLA+

ZOHO

MaccreanorLavington:MLA+, since 1999 located in a prominent spot in the area,
is developing a business case for further development of the area together with
stakeholders, creators, creatives and local residents. This requires innovative
thinking in different areas: user-oriented buildings with direct involvement of the
end-user, making the existing stock sustainable, re-using existing real estate and
realizing a future-proof neighbourhood with a strong new identity.

Rotterdam Noth
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Guangming Quality Team
Shenzhen, China
MLA+ is part of a Dutch quality team that advises the local government of
Guangming how to achieve better results in the plans they put forward. This
covers spatial, procedural, ecological, legal and strategic advice.
2 – 3 times a year the quality team is visiting Guangming and in a one week
workshop takes on one subject. The teams recommendations subsequently are
followed up by the local authorities and political decision makers

Client Guangming New Town Office,
Shenzhen
Program Improvement living quality
Guangming New Town, different
themes
Services from 2015 onwards regular
workshops on site
Status ongoing
Team MLA+, INTI, HNS Landscape,
SITE
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Design Consultancy Workshop
Zhengzhou, China
MLA+ provides a team of experienced architects or urban designers (depending
on the nature of the project) that will work for a week at the office of the client on
a design problem or urban strategy. In this week the intense cooperation between
MLA+ team and the client will cause a pressure cooker effect and new ideas
emerge in this process. Former clients mention that the team of MLA+ in one week
solved problems that already lasted for months or that the team gave a completely
new perspective on a problem. For the Zhengzhou project 3 rounds of consultancy
were provided. Consultancy Round 1 advised on the overall urban design. It
delivered a clear logic and design guidance for the character and detailed design
of open space for whole neighbourhood.
Consultancy Round 2 focussed on how to strengthen the character of the
neighbourhood between city and nature and as a complete and walkable
residential district.
Consultancy Round 3 gave the client and its team detailed recommendation for
the integration of commerce, schools and kindergartens to the neighbourhood and
its open spaces.
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Client Zhengzhou Vanke, Zhengzhou
Program Improvement quality 102ha
Zhengzhou site
Services 2013-2017 multiple design
consultancy workshops on site
Status ongoing
Team MLA+

Planned City Extension

Water As Leverage

Accra Ningo Prampram, Ghana

Semarang, Indonesia

The agglomeration of the Ghanean capital Accra is growing tremendously in the
decades to come. Current development patterns of the city are struggling to cope
with the growth while providing basic utilities and a transport system suited for
increased traffic. UN Habitat has set it as one of the big challenges in the coming
decades to provide urban living environments that provide better conditions for the
local population.
The planned city extension proposed, uses the most basic but easy to understand
and execute system of the grid that secures access, flood risk mitigation as well
as provision of utilities. Locally existing spatial conditions modify the grid and
create specificity. In the future the grid will allow to accommodate virtually any
programme that is compatible with an urban environment.
In the development of the plan UN Habitat has partnered with the Dutch Creative
Industries Fund and a group of Dutch experts in the fields of urban planning, water
management and landscape design.
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Client Ningo Prampram District
Authorities, Dutch Creative Industries
Fund working under the auspices of UN
Habitat
Program Masterplan for a planned
city extension in Accra agglomeration
covering an area of about 150 km²
Services strategic masterplan
Status masterplan completed
Team MLA+, More Architecture, Fabric,
OKRA, Mixst Urbanism

The objective of the competition is to develop bankable, innovative and
comprehensive proposals for urban water projects for the cities of Chennai (India),
Khulna (Bangladesh) and Semarang (Indonesia) to address the urgent water and
climate adaption needs.
With the proposal ‘Cascading Semarang, steps to inclusive growth’, the
consortium including MLA+ made it to the second phase of the call for action for
the city of Semarang in Indonesia.
Semarang is a port city on the north coast of the Indonesian island of Java that
is stretched between the sea and the hills. Because of its central position, it is
of strategic importance for domestic trade and transit. However, Semarang has
a strongly fluctuating coastline, created by natural sedimentation processes
and man-made sea-harvested areas. The coast was formerly protected by long
stretches of mangrove forest. Urbanization and aquafarming are the main causes
of the mangrove forest’s decline, which in turn has led to coastal erosion, flooding
and salinization

Client Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Program Development of innovative,
bankable and implementable design
proposals for the city of Semarang
Services Strategic Study
Status ongoing
Team MLA+, Deltares, FABRICations,
PT Witteveen + Bos Indonesia , INDIP,
UNISSULA and IDN Liveable Cities

AWARDS

Lebeau Sablon, Brussels

2018

2017

2015
CN
Shenzhen 17th Excellent Urban
Design Award
Open Space Masterplan
Shenzhen, Dayun

BE
International Urban Design and
Architecture competition
1st prize
Lebeau-Sablon, Brussels

RU
Records of the Real Estate
Market Award
Category: Elite No.1 Project
I’m Moscow Ensemble, Moscow

UK
RIBA Award
Elephant Park South Gardens
London

UK
Housing Award
1st prize
Elephant Park South Gardens
London

UK
Housing Design Award
Award with special mention for
off-site Cartwright Garden Halls
London

CN
Urban Green Valley Landscape
Planning and Design, invited
for competition Shenzhen North
Railway Station

UK
RIBA London Award and
National Award Saxon Court
and Roseberry Mansions (King’s
Cross Central R5)
London

UK
RIBA London Award
William Street Quarter
London

UK
RIBA Award European National
Winner
Metro Station Kraaiennest
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

UK
Sunday Times British Homes
Awards; Best Affordable
Development
William Street Quarter
London

CN
International Urban Design and
Open Space Competition, 1st prize
Dayun New Town, Longgang
District, Shenzhen
2013

UK
RIBA Award
Charles Dickens Primary School
London

UK
RIBA London Award
Dujardin Mews (Academy
Street) in collaboration with
Karakusevic Carson Architects

UK
Royal Academy
Urban Jigsaw
Competition Finalist

UK
RIBA National Award
Hoflaan Project,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

CN
International Urban Design
1st prize
Silver Coast
Beihai

UK
London Mayor’s Design
Advocates
Richard Lavington ‘MLA Partner’
appointed Design Advocate to
Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London

CN
International Architectural
Design Competition
2nd prize
Shenzhen Qianhai Exchange
Plaza, Shenzhen

UK
New London Architecture Award,
Residential Category
King’s Cross Central R5,
London

CN
UN Global Habitat Award for
International Communities
Tianxi Twin Towers as part of the
Chengdu Mandarin Oriental and
Armani Arts Project, Chengdu

2016
RU
Russian Real Estate Forum
Award Category “Urban
construction:Real estate in the
Capital-Affordable Housing”
Domashniy, Moscow

RU
International Masterplanning
Competition
1st prize
Reservoir Regeneration Strategy
Voronezh

UK
Offsite Awards
Offsite Construction Architect of
the year
Highly Commended

CN
International Urban Design
Competition, 1st prize
Shenzhen Bao’An G107 Fashion
Business District

CN
International Architectural
Design Competition, 1st prize
Shenzhen Vanke Yuncheng
DY04-02 Plot Design

CN
International Masterplan
Competition, 3rd prize
Qingdao New Ecological Urban
District, Qingdao

UK
New London Architecture Award
Queen’s Park Station Area
London

CN
International Design
Competition, 1st Prize
Natural Science Library and
Visitor Center, Xiangmi Park
Futian District, Shenzhen

CN
International Masterplan
Competition, 1st prize
Sungang Qingshuihe Sub Unit
7/8, Shenzhen

DE
Invited Urban Design
Competition
Honourable Mention
Hammersmith Barracks, Herford
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2014

CN
International Architecture
competition
1st prize
Huafa ZhiRen R&D Center
Zhuhai

MLA+Rotterdam
London
Berlin
St Petersburg
Moscow
Shanghai
Shenzhen
Rio de Janeiro

Rotterdam
Vijverhofstraat 47
3032 SB Rotterdam
The Netherlands
T +31(0)10 443 90 70
F +31(0)10 443 90 61
info@mlaplus.com
www.mlaplus.com

